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INTRODUCTION 
When a child becomes a failure in school the first 
indications are usually discovered in the important area 
of reading . There have been feelings and controversy 
concerning different skills which contribute to reading 
ability. Prominent in this controversy is the much 
discussed value of teaching phonics in beginning reading. 
That interest is an important factor in the process 
of reading has been pointed out by noted educators and 
reading experts. The attitudes and values a child has, 
seem to be strong determiners in what a child is capable 
1 
of learning. Dolch says: 
We must give children the right attitudes 
toward school and towards reading; we must have 
some sounding; we must expect different progress 
in sounding, and we must preserve children ' s 
well rounded education. 
This thesis is an analysis of two Boston University 
tests; (a) Test in Applied Phonics (b) Reading Attitudes 
Scale. These tests were analyzed to determine the co-
efficient of reliability of each test, and also to analyze 
each item of the tests. 
1 Dolch, Edward w., "Phonics in the First Grade," 
Elementary English Review, 32:518, December 1955. 
1 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
PHONICS 
For years, the value of teaching phonetic analysis 
has been debated. Some educators feel that the English 
Language is relatively non-phonetic thus presenting too 
many exceptions to the most common or to any one sound of 
a given letter or group of letters; that pupils, using 
phonetic analysis, read too slowly; and that the use of 
phonetic analysis develops undesirable habits in reading. 
These persons are opposed to the teaching of phonics. Yet, 
other persons believe that the skills of phonetic analysis 
are quite useful in attacking new words and that the ill 
repute into which phonics fell years ago was caused by 
poor teaching and misuse of phonetic analysis rather than 
by the nature of phonetic analysis itself. These persons 
adhere to the opinion that the child must acquire independ-
ence in identifying strange words and they insist that 
instruction in phonetic analysis is essential. 
Betts1 says: 
In modern programs of reading instruction 
phonics is given much more than a secondary or 
1Betts, Emmet A., "Phonics:. Practical Considerations 
Based on Research," Elementary English Review, 33:.357-365, 
October 1956. 
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supplementary place . Three essentials! or firsts, 
of reading instruction on which there s general 
agreement are: 
1 . The development of permanent and worthwhile 
interests which are satisfied through reading and 
the use of other aids in learning . 
2. The development of phonics and related word 
perception and recognition skills needed for 
effective listening, speaking, reading and spelling . 
3. The development of concepts and of the ability 
to think. 
In general the evidence appears to be clear 
that an overemphasis on phonics produces word calling 
and lowered comprehension. On the other hand an 
under emphasis may produce word guessing and inaccurate 
comprehension. More experimental studies are needed 
on the relative values of different methods of 
teaching phonics in a bal anced and differentiated 
program of reading instruction. 
Kottmeyer1 says there is little point to review various 
arguments about whether we shall teach children phonics. No 
human being can become completely literate unless he can 
use such a body of skills . 
Investigations of the value of instruction in phonics 
do not agree in the details of their results . 
Among the earliest studies directed to find out 
relative effects of the phonetic and non-phonetic methods 
of instruction in the first and second grades was that 
1 
Kottmeyer, William, "On the Relation of Word 
Perception Skills in Reading and in Spelling, 11 Education 
72:600-603, May 1952. 
reported by Currier and Duguid.1 For experimental purposes 
two classes of equal size and of equal average ability were 
formed in each of two grades . In each grade one of the 
classes received thorough phonetic drill, while the other 
was taught by a method defined by investigators as "quick-
perception" and "sense content" without any use of phonics . 
Throughout the entire experiment careful observations were 
made. No statistical records were made of the results . The 
investigators observed that the classes having no phonics 
enjoyed reading for the sake of study, but were less careful 
and less correct than the phonic classes in regard to word 
pronunciation. The children in the non-phonics classes often 
substituted words from their own vocabulary when confronted 
with difficult or unfamiliar words, but read more swiftly 
and with more expression. In June, when the classes were 
tested in reading from books which the children had not seen 
before, the ability in attacking new words was found to be 
about the same for the phonics and the non-phonics groups, 
though the classes having no phonics read more rapidly but 
less accurately . 
Observation of the same pupils in the same experimental 
classes, as to their reading performance, was continued in 
1 currier, Lillian B. and Duguid, Olive c., ''Phonics 
or No Phonics," Elementary School Journal, 17:.286-287, 
December 1916 . 
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grades three, four, and five, and the results were reported 
by Currier.1 Instruction in the third grade had been 
continued as before in the first two grades; one class 
continued phonic drill, while the other was taught without 
the use of phonics. Observations were made and the results 
were recorded by the teachers. In June, the average ability 
of the classes was found to be the same, and observations 
similar to those made in grades one and two were reported. 
An additional observation was reported, namely, that some 
pupils apparently possess a "natural phonic sense" and 
employ it in their reading. Phonic drills were found to 
be without value to these pupils. In general, phonic drills 
were found to be of a very real value, but not essential to 
every child in the primary grades. Word pronunciation 
drills proved to be helpful. 
A series of photographic studies of eye-movements of 
children in first grade reading, was made by Buswe112 in 
order to describe certain methods of teaching, and to show 
how these different methods affected the principal elements 
of reading. The children for this study were selected from 
the public school and from the University of Chicago 
1currier, Lillian Beatrice, "Phonics or No Phonics," 
Elementary Schpol Journal, 23:~8-552, February 1928. 
2Buswell, Guy Thomas, Fundamental Reading Habits~ A 
Study of Their Development, Supplementary Educational 
Monographs No. 21, Chapter III, Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1922, pp. 58-105. 
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laboratory school . The public school children had been 
taught reading by a method which placed emphasis on word 
mastery, including extensive phonetic drill in a separate 
period . The laboratory school children were taught by a 
method which placed major emphasis on securing the right 
reading attitude, getting meaningful experi ences from the 
printed material, and creating a desire to read by providing 
interesting reading material . 
As a result of the experiment Buswell found that most 
of the laboratory school children repeated the selection 
from memory, skipped over unknown words, made repetitions 
and showed a great many eye fixations . Photographic records 
of the public school children showed that these children 
followed the lines and read the story as it was printed . 
There were long pauses in their eye fixations, and they 
tended to read word by word rather than in thought units . 
Tiffin and McKinnis1 reported on an experiment to 
show the relationship of phonic ability and reading . In 
this study, each child was given an informal phonic test 
and two reading tests. The results showed that phonic 
ability and reading success were significantly related . 
They concluded that a reading program without provision 
for mastery of phonics principles was inadequate. 
1Tiffin, Joseph and McKinnis, Mary, '~honic Ability, 
Its Measurement and Relation to Reading Ability," School 
and Society, 51:190-192 , February 1942. 
1 Gates and Russell conducted three studies in New York 
public schools. One of the three studies was concerned with 
the effect of varying amounts of phonics in primary reading. 
They found that a group of children receiving a moderate 
amount of informal phonetics was superior to the groups 
receiving large amounts of conventional phonetics . Gates 
made a conclusion that very little phonics seemingly 
produced better results than large amounts of formal 
phonetic drills. 
In phonics, the child must use sounds of letters and 
letter combinations in working out the pronunciation of new 
words. Dolch2 says that considerable mental maturity is 
necessary for a child to apply a knowledge of sounds to aid 
in unlocking new words. 
Hildreth3 declares that teachers do not expect typical 
children to begin the development of phonic skills before 
they are around seven years of age because the pupils are 
not mentally equipped to do the generalizing required in 
sounding before this age. Moreover, many English words 
1Gates Arthur I. and Russell, David H., "Types of 
Materials, ~ocabulary Burden, Word Analysis and Other 
Factors in Beginning Reading ," Elementary School Journal, 
39:27-35, September 1938. 
2Dolch, Edward and Bloomster, Maurine, "Phonic 
Readiness," Elementary School Journal, 36: 517- 526 , March 1936. 
3Hildreth, Gertrude, "New Methods for Old in Teaching 
Phonics," Elementary School Journal, 57:436-4-41, May 1957. 
are non-phonetic, words of many syllables must be divided 
into syllables before phonics can be applied. 
In 194o, Murphy and Junkin! studied the effectiveness 
of a formalized program in auditory and in visual discrim-
ination in first grade reading, after having conducted an 
experiment with three groups of first grade children 
beginning reading instruction. The experimental auditory 
group received a special thirty lesson instruction in 
auditory work, consisting of exercises in initial and final 
consonant sounds and blends . The experimental visual group 
received a special thirty lesson instruction in visual 
discrimination, consisting of matching letters, matching 
words, finding words in context, and copying letters and 
words . The control group received the regular classroom 
instruction. After a period of six weeks, the groups were 
tested. Statistically significant differences were found 
in gains of the auditory and of the visual experimental 
groups. The learning rate for the two experimental groups 
had doubled. However, the control group showed only a 
slight increase. 
Harrison·2 states that auditory and visual training are 
two main elements in a reading readiness program, and that 
~urphy, Helen A. and Junkins, Kathryn M • .1 "Increasing 
the Rate of Learning in First Grade Reading," l!iducation, 
62:37-39, September 1941. 
2Harrison, Lucille M., Developing Readiness for Word 
Reaognition, A Service Bulletin, Houghton Mifflin Company, 19 3. 
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the following detailed learnings in the auditory area are 
important: the ability to hear and differentiate between 
sounds with which spoken words begin; using the most common 
single consonant sounds and the most common blends; and the 
ability to differentiate between non-rhyming endings in 
words . In the visual program , the ability to name and note 
likenesses and differences in single letters which are very 
different, somewhat similar, or highly confusing; the 
ability to examine a word visually and the ability to notice 
likenesses and differences in words that are very different, 
that are almost identical, and those that are commonly 
reversed are all important in the beginning reading program. 
In some studies of reading readiness, auditory 
perception skill has outweighed all other factors as an 
important element in its contribution to success in reading . 
According to results of Durrell and Murph~, training 
in auditory discrimination speeded up the rate of learning 
new words , and resulted in significantly higher reading 
scores than with control groups . ~fuen combined with training 
in visual discrimination the r esults were even better. 
1 Durrell, Donald D. and Murphy, Helen A. , "The 
Auditory Discrimination Factor in Reading Readiness 
Reading Disability," Education, 73 : 556-560, October 
and 
1953 . 
9 
In 1943 Murphy1 made a comprehensive study in which 
54o children in first grade participated. Four groups were 
set up: the first group received both auditory and visual 
training; the second group was given visual discrimination 
material; a third group was given auditory training, while 
the fourth group acted as the control group and was given 
no particular training. All of the experimental groups 
showed statistically superior results in reading achievement. 
Crossley2 studied the effect of lantern slides in 
developing auditory and visual discrimination. She found 
that auditory discrimination does affect beginning reading 
and is apparently more significant than mental age. 
Berry3 observed that the program of reading readiness 
which emphasizes skill in auditory and visual discrimination 
builds a good background for word analysis. 
1 . Murphy, Helen A., "An Evaluat~on of the Effect of 
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination of 
Beginning Reading," Unpublished Doctor of Education Thesis, 
Boston University, 1943. 
2 Crossley, B. Alice, "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of 
Word Elements," Unpublished Doctor of Education Thesis, 
Boston University, 1948. 
3 
Berry, Althea, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and 
Word Recognition, "National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Eighth Yearb9ok, Chapter VIII, Chicago, 
1949. 
10 
Other authorities support this view of the importance 
of auditory discrimination to success in reading. 
1 Jones declares~ 
Training in auditory preception, especially 
sound discrimination, has become a major part of 
·the instruction in reading readiness. Auditory, 
as well as visual avenues to the child's perceptive 
apparatus are utilized in all well~rounded reading 
programs. 
2 Cordts observes as a result of two experiments over 
a period of many years: 
•• that the pupils who had ample experiences in 
auditory discrimination before associating the 
auditory and visual units were able to derive the 
cues themselves from the cue words, thereby exper-
iencing from the outset the power and joy of 
independence in learning. 
Austin3 states~ 
Today most educators urge the use of phonics 
as one important aid in the teaching of reading . 
The importance of auditory readiness cannot be over-
emphasized in the modern phonetic approach to word 
analysis. In a well-planned program children learn 
to discriminate between sounds before attempting to 
discriminate visually between the letters representing 
those sounds. 
1 
Jones, Morris Val, "The Effect of Speech Training 
on Silent Reading Achievement," Journal of Speech and 
He~ring Disorders, 16:259, September 1951. 
2 Cordts, Anna D., "Functional Phonetics," Education, 
24:. 566-570 , tvla y 19 55. 
3 Austin, Mary C., ''Phonetic Elements and Principles 
Basic to Reading," Conference on Reading, University of 
Chicago, 17:51, 1955. 
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1 
Gogolewski prepared a series of exercises to improve 
the auditory perception of word elements in beginning 
reading through visual and kinesthetic speech clues. After 
testing 630 children in a mid-western city, 317 in the 
experimental group and 313 in the control group , she 
concluded that auditory discrimination has a positive effect 
on reading achievement. vfuen pupils were paired for mental 
age, these having higher auditory scores made higher 
achievement in word reading, sentence reading and paragraph 
reading. 
Sister Mary Nila2 reports that since phonics is 
essentially learning to associate letters or letter combin-
ations with a particular sound, a child who is unable to 
recognize similarities and differences in sounds does not 
have the basis for ability to use phonetic analysis in his 
independent reading. 
Rogers3 studied seventy-two poor readers from a college 
1Gogolewski, Jean Isabelle, "Auditory Perception of 
Word Elements in Beginning Reading Through Visual and 
Kinesthetic Speech Clues," Unpublished Doctor of Education 
Thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
~ila , Sister Mary, "Foundations of a Successful 
Reading Program," Education, 73:543-555, May- 1953. 
3Rogers, Maurine V., "Phonic Ability as Related to 
Certain Aspects of Read~ng at College Level,_" Journal of 
Experimental Education, 6:381-395, June 193~. 
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freshman class. Half of this group received special training 
in phonics and their test scores before and after the 
training in phonics were compared with the test scores of the 
second half, who comprised the control group and did not 
receive any special training in phonics. It was observed 
that gains in pronunciation significantly increased compre-
hension in reading for the group trained in phonics. 
Rudisill1 reported on 350 third grade children who were 
tested. An inventory was constructed to measure ability to 
apply phonics knowledge in pronouncing new words. One 
hundred and forty-four nonsense words were used in the 
inventory. Results of the study strengthened the evidence 
that functional phonic knowledge makes a substantial 
contribution to achievement in reading and in spelling. The 
evidence supported the hypothesis that the contribution of 
the study of phonics to achievement in reading and spelling 
is derived from the ability to identify sounds in normal 
word pronunciation and to relate these sounds to letter 
symbols. This may not occur if the phonic training is 
applied to letters and letter combinations in isolation. 
1 
Rudisill, Mabel "Interrelations of Functional 
Phonic Knowledge, Reading, ~elling and Mental Age." 
ElementarY School Journal, 57~26~-267, February 1957. 
( 
1 
Templin analyzed the test scores of poor readers and 
of poor spellers in matched groups with those of good readers 
and of good spellers of the same mental age . She found that 
the relationship between spelling and phonic knowledge was 
somewhat higher than that between reading and phonic know-
ledge of the groups tested . 
Additional findings have been reported by many other 
writers . Mulder and Curtin2 say: 
By 1950 methods of teaching word recognition by 
teaching the sound equivalents of printed letters 
and phonograms and the technique of blending so as 
to form words appeared justified. Phonetic analysis 
is commonly regarded as a method of word attack. In 
order to use this method effectively, children must 
make the proper sound-letter associations . It is 
therefore obvious that the children must be able to 
hear the sound correctly if the proper association 
is to be made. This is the fundamental reason for 
emphasis upon auditory discrimination in present 
day reading programs . 
Dolch3 says that phonics must be made useful from 
the start, but use does not mean just use in a few exercises . 
It means daily use in reading . 
1Templin, Mildred C. , "Phonic Knowledge and Reading 
Achievement of Fourth Grade Pupils," Journal of Educational 
Research , lt7:ltltl-lt5lt, February 19~. 
2 . Mulder, Robert L. and Curt1.n, James T. , "Vocal Phonic 
Ability and Silent Reading Achievement: A First Report," 
Elementary School Journal , 56 :121, November 1955. 
3
nolch Edward W. ''Phonics in the First Grade," 
Elementary English Review, 32:518, December 1955. 
lit 
Modern authorities frown upon the practice of using the 
families as the basis of phonics instruction . Smith1 says: 
••• Phonics instruction which teaches children 
to blend consonants and consonant combinations only 
with the twenty- six "family names" is extremely 
limited . The present consensus of opinion seems to 
be that children should be taught to blend consonants 
with any combination of letters which they may 
encounter in words that give them trouble . 
The purpose of phonics instruction , according to Betts2 
is to help the child learn one aid to word identification. 
He states: 
When phonic skills are applied to the syllables 
of wo r ds the child improves in both reading and 
spelling . The important point to remember is that 
phonic skills must be learned in meaningful situations 
in order for them to be used effectively. 
After Cordts3 points out that the value of phonetics 
is generally accepted . But if phonetics is to function 
successfully without interrupting the child's thinking 
while reading, it must be psychologically and phonetically 
sound, a standard that can be achieved only through years 
of painstaking study and the critical test of experimental 
research. 
1 Smith , Nila Banton, "Phonics Then and Now , " Education , 
75:560- 565, May 1955. 
2 Be tts , Emmet A., "What About Phonics?" Education, 
'/5:547- 559 , 1-1ay 1955. 
3 Cordts, Anna D. , op , cit ., p . 568 . 
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1 Hildreth suggests: 
••• that new research should be undertaken not 
to determine the relative merits of phonics versus 
the "visual whole word method" of teaching reading 
but to evaluate the relative merits of different 
methods of sounding for reading and other linguistic 
skills. 
According to Anderson2 the pattern of instructions most 
widely accepted at present follow this progression: 
Kindergarten 
Ability to hear beginning sounds in words. 
Grad§ One 
Single consonants in the initial position. 
The speech consonants ch, sh, th, wh. 
Consonant blends in the initial position: sl, sm, sn, 
st, bl, br, gl, kl, pl, cl. 
The endings s, es, d, ed, ing. 
Grade Two 
Initial consonants and blends. 
Short vowel forms. 
The double vowels. 
Grade Three 
Long vowel forms. 
Syllabification. 
Consonants with variable sounds. 
Non-phonetic but related words: caught, taught. 
Grade Four 
Dictionary skills through grade six. 
Continuous reteaching of all previously taught. 
1 Hildreth, Gertrude, op . cit., P• 44o. 
2 Anderson, Paul s., "The Relationship of Phonetics 
and Reading, 11 Claremont Colle~e Reading Conference, 
Twenty-First Yearbook, 125-23 , 1956. 
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1 Mulder and Curtin summarize by saying: 
Poor readers are deficient in the ability to 
synthesize phonetic elements of words into meaningful 
word patterns. This deficiency may be attributable 
to lack of training in auditory discrimination or 
lack of training in phonics. Good readers apparently 
possess the ability to synthesize phonetic elements 
into words to a marked degree. 
2 But Betts reminds us that phonics alone, however, 
is neither a preventive nor a panacea for all reading ills. 
Neither is phonics the whole problem in word perception or 
in knowing a wrd. But phonics, including syllabication 
is an essential facet of word perception. No responsible 
educator would attempt to bring about improvement of 
reading by assuming one cause of all reading problems. 
Interests and Attitudes 
Unfavourable attitudes towards reading are serious. 
The child who has convinced himself that he hates reading, 
certainly will not put any more than minimum effort into 
it. He loses the satisfaction that comes from successful 
achievement. Because a dislike for reading has such 
serious effects on the child's whole school achievement, 
1 Mulder, Robert L. and Curtin, James T., "Vocal 
Phonic Ability and Silent Reading Achievement: A First 
Report," Elementary Sch9ol JoJll"na)., 56:123, November 1955. 
2 Betts, Emmet A., "Is Phonics a Cure-All?" !!i&b 
Points, 38:21, January 1956. 
17 
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parents and teachers should not overlook it but try to do 
something to foster a different attitude towards this tool 
subject. 
1 Witty and Coomer found that in the area of reading 
instruction, the importance of home and school co-operation 
is at once apparent. Many important forces in shaping the 
child's attitude and determining his later success have 
already been in operation for several years. They state 
that in the home he has encountered books and other 
reading materials. He may have been fortunate enough to 
have parents who enjoyed reading for many and varied 
purposes, and be may have noted how other members of his 
family have turned to books for information or enjoyment. 
They go on to say that children who discover, early in 
life, that books are a source of enjoyment and information 
seldom have difficulty in learning to read. 
2 Cundiff tells us that children's reading interests 
depend on such things as intelligence, growth and develop-
ment in reading skills, their experience at home, at 
1 Witty, Paul and Coomer, Anne, "Fostering a Balanced 
Reading Program," ElementarY English R§vie)h 18:241-246, 
1946. 
2 Cundiff, R .E., "Children 1 s Reading Interests," 
Pe3QodY Journal of Education, 25:259-263, May 1948. 
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school, and the outside world, their environment - rural 
or urban, and their economic level. There must be some 
association between what a child reads and what he knows. 
1 Wright says that a child must have an interest in 
learning to read, also, that a well developed interest in 
stories, books, magazines, and even comics, occurs in the 
pre-school years if the child is in a home or other 
environment where he gets a chance to see reading at work. 
' 2 Harris states that interest is another factor which 
' the child brings to school and which may or may not assist 
him in making normal adjustments. Interests are developed 
in the complex web of contacts the child has with other 
persons and with his environment. 
Dolch3 declares that nothing in the world takes the 
place of interest in reading. If a child loses this, he 
has lost the main thing on which a lifetime reading habit 
depends. 
From many studies it appears that interest should 
begin in the home before the child ever reaches school. 
1 
Wright, Effie B., "Getting Ready for Reading No 
One Mold," ElementarY Engli§h Review, 27:370, October 1950. 
2 Harris, D.B. "How Children Learn Interest.l Motives 
and Attitudes," National St),ldy for the Study of b.iducation 
Forty-Ninth Yearbook Part I, 129-155: 
3
nolch, Edward w., Elementary English Review, 
3lt:227-23lt. 
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It is important, then, that teachers recognize the wide 
difference of children's interests and try to provide 
reading that will satisfy every need. Interests can do 
much to stimulate and encourage good reading. 
Numerous studies have been made of children's reading 
interests and preferences. 
Alice Curley of Yale University summarized the 
results of twenty-six general studies of children's 
interests in reading. On the basis of her research 
she found it advisable to group the final to tal of 
those tested into sexes and further into age 
categories. Thus, on the basis of the twenty-six 
studies, she found that boys aged six and seven 
prefer animal stories, and fairy tales. Eight year 
old boys were interested in fanciful fairy tales and 
stories of other boys. At this age level narrative 
and plot were of more interest than the style. Boys 
one year older showed preferences for stories of 
daily life and experience stories. Animal stories 
still ratid high; adventure stories were of little 
interest. 
In a study by Gates2 of children's interests, it was 
found that surprise is the most potent quality, then 
liveliness, animalness, humour, and plot, in descending 
order. No correlations were large, thus indicating that 
no particular quality, in itself, is responsible for the 
interest which the children showed in the thirty selections 
of the study. 
~rrison, Coleman, "A Survey of the Reading Interests 
of Children in Lower Ungraded CJ.asses," Unpublished Master 
of Education Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
2 Gates Arthur et al, "Studies of Children's Interests 
in Reading,~ ElementarY School Journa1, 31:656-670, May 1931. 
20 
Lazar1 studied the reading interests, activities, and 
opportunities of bright, average, and dull children, ten to 
twelve years of age, in thirteen public schools in New York 
city. The results showed that the bright group had in 
general, better environmental opportunities than either the 
average or dull group. Also found, was a marked relationship 
between home background rating and intelligence, and marked 
differences in the reading interests, activities, and 
opportunities of children of different levels of intelligence. 
On the other hand, Huber2 concluded that bright, average 
and dull children were interested in much the same type of 
story. She added, however, that there was one striking 
exception. The preference of dull children for familiar 
experience stories is so much greater than the preference of 
either bright or average children, as to make it a real and 
significant difference. 
Many different approaches to the measurement of 
children's interests, preferences and attitudes have been 
attempted, for perhaps the most difficult to measure of 
all educational outcomes are pupils' emotional reactions, 
their attitudes and points of v~ew. 
1 Lazar, Mary, ttReading Interests, Activities, and 
Opportunities of Bright, Average and Dull Children, .. 
Teachers College Record, 39:153-1~, November 1937. 
2Huber, M.B., ttThe Influences of Intelligence Upon 
Children 1 s Reading Interests, 11 New York:. Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1928. 
21 
Since about 1920 much attention has been devoted to the 
measurement of attitudes of different kinds. According to 
1 Ross the development of wholesome attitudes has been 
recognized in recent years as an important objective in 
education. 
2 Corey has attempted to measure attitudes in the class-
room by gathering statements of attitudes from both pupils 
and teachers . A high score means a favourable attitude 
towards the practice involved. 
Resnick3 finds that the attitudes can often be revealed 
by the use of an adjustment questionnaire on which the pupil 
is asked to indicate an expression of like or dislike for 
various aspects of school . However, objective definition 
of measurement of attitudes towards reading is not as great 
at the present time as is desirable. 
In a discussion of tests of attitudes, Anderson4 et al, 
concluded that although many studies have revealed a low 
~ss, c.c., Meas41ement in Today's Schools, New York: 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 19 1 p. 60 . 
2
corey, Stephen, "Measuri;ng Attitudes in the Classroom," 
ElementarY School Journal, 43 :457-461, April 1943. 
3Resnick, John, "School Adjustment and Mental Health, 11 
Un4erstanding the Child, 19:80-81, April 1950. 
4 Anderson, Howard et al, "The Measurement of 
Understanding," National Society for the Study of Education 
Forty-Fifth Yearbook, Part I, p. 100. 
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correlation between professed attitudes and actual behavior, 
tests of attitudes have value in that they reveal what pupils 
claim that they approve or reject. 
Kuhlen and Thompson1 are of the opinion that more 
informal research should be done by classroom teachers since 
they are the ones most intimately concerned with the education 
of children. They stated that~ 
A little prior thought, a systematic plan, and 
a systematic analysis will do much towards meeting 
that need which exists. ••••• Measurements, if 
appropriately planned, can give reasonably satisfactory 
answers. 
Checklists and questionnaires are useful devices when 
one desires to inquire into the particular attitudes children 
hold. It would seem wise to prepare such devices with 
extreme care. It is often difficult to obtain rank and 
honest reactions from pupils. They are likely to give 
responses which they think the teacher wants or expects, 
instead of expressing their own attitudes. 
A test which would reveal the types of experiences 
lacking in a child's background, would greatly aid teachers 
in predicting where the child's difficulties will lie and 
enable her to plan a program which will aid in overcoming 
them as easily as possible. 
1 Kuhlen, Raymond and Thompson, George, "Studying 
Attitudes in the Classroom," Educational Method, 22:365, 
May 1943. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
This study is a statistical analysis of two new tests; 
(1) Applied Phonics, and (2) A Reading Attitudes Inventory. 
Available to the writer were six hundred copies of the 
instruments, which had been administered to six hundred 
second grade children in a school system in Massachusetts, 
as part of a testing program in a research project. 
Description o,f the Tests 
Test 1: Applied Phonics 
This test was originally made up of forty items. It 
was designed to determine the children's ability to apply 
their knowledge of phonics. The forty items were selected 
to fit into ten groups, with four items in each group. The 
first word in each group was selected because it was a 
familiar word to first grade children since it is found in 
most basal reading systems for that grade. The four items 
placed with this word were selected from first grade 
speaking vocabulary but not in the reading vocabulary. 
Children are required to apply their knowledge of phonics 
to find the four items as they are dictated by the teacher. 
An extra word was inserted in each group to discourage 
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guessing. The teacher pronounced the first word in each 
group and directed the children to write "1" under ·it. She 
then dictated four of the five remaining words in each row 
and the children wrote the number under the word, e.g. 
The first word is ~. Write Number 1 under it. 
Listen for Number 2- ~- Write Number 2 under it. 
Listen for Number 3- ~- Write Number 3 under it. 
Listen for Number 4 - mad. Write Number 4 under it. 
Listen for Number 5 - fad. Write Number 5 under it. 
The forty items were later increased to sixty items to be 
used as a test with second grade children. 
The following directions were given with this test 
for second grade. 
Write these words on the board in a horizontal row: 
Say;. "We are going to play a game using our eyes 
and ears. Look at these words on the board. The 
first word is all. I 1m going to write 1 under all. 
Listen and see if you can find the next word I say, 
£1Yr1• II 
Have a child find the word ~ and write 2 under it. 
·~ow listen for Number 3 - tall. Who can find tall 
and write 3 under it? 11 Have-olle child respond.----
11Listen for Number 4 - !all. 11 Have a child find MJ,. 
and write 4 under it. 
"Listen for Number 5 - ball." Have a child write 5 
under ball. 
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11We are going to do some more on our papers . 
We'll listen, look, and find the word, and write the 
number under it . Probably you cannot find all of 
t hem. Do the best you can. Readyr- 11 
(The following words were repeated.) 
Row 1 1 . glad 2. pad 3. sad 4. mad 5. fad 
Row 2 1 . jump 2. lump 3. clump 4. stump 5. pump 
Row 3 1 . must 2 . trust 3. gust 4. rust 5. dust 
Row 4 1 . look 2. brook 3. hook 4. cook 5. shook 
Row 5 1 . hill 2 . spill 3. kill 4. thrill 5. drill 
Row 6 1 . nest 2 . test 3. west 4. zest 5. vest 
Row 7 1. found 2 . bound 3. pound 4. sound 5. mound 
Row 8 1. pig 2 . fig 3. rig 4. j ig 5. wig 
Row 9 1. name 2. flame 3. fame 4. tame 5. game 
Row 10 1 . eat 2 . beat 3. heat 4. meat 5. neat 
Row 11 1 . huff 2 . hunt 3. hung 4. husk 5. hunch 
Row 12 1 . let 2. lend 3. less 4. length 5. level 
Row 13 1 . cat 2. camp 3. cabin 4. cash 5. cast 
Row 14 1 . box 2. bobbin 3. body 4. bottom 5. bottle 
Row 15 1 . wish 2 . winch 3. width 4. wicket 5. wigwam 
A copy of this test and directions used in administering 
it, have been appendixed to this study. 
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Test 2: 1 Attitude Inventory 
In order to measure the children's relative attitude 
toward reading, a scale was devised. It was necessary to 
develop a form that would be easy for the children to 
follow. The following was the first attempt at developing 
this scale: 
1. 
2. 
a: 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
lit. 
15. 
Do you like: 
ice cream for dessert 
to go swimming hot days 
to wash the dishes 
to play house 
to get up mornings 
to go to bed at night 
to sing 
to go for a ride 
to go skating 
to play in the snow 
to watch television 
Always Sometimes Never 
to play "Cowboys and Indians" 
to collect things 
to color 
dogs 
This was tried in the seven classes of the people 
doing the study using mimeographed sheets. The teacher 
read the items. Each child checked his choice. It seemed 
to indicate that this form could be handled easily by the 
children. 
A second scale which included one reading item against 
two general items was tried. The child marked his first, 
second, and third choice. This test included the following~ 
1 
Boyden, Helen w. et al., "The Relationship of Second 
Grade Children's Attitude Towards Reading and Achievement," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1957, P•51-54. 
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1. 
2 . 
~. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
If someone gave you money 
If you went on a long ride, 
which would you like to do 
Which would you like to do 
after school 
At indoor r ecess which do 
you like best 
If you finish your work, 
would you 
Which would you like to do 
for a Washington ' s Day 
Program 
While waiting for mother to 
take you shopping, would you 
If you wanted to learn more 
about firemen, would you 
On a day at home, would you 
Which would you like for a 
birthday present 
A group of children are 
deciding what to play, 
would you 
Would you rather work in 
put it in the bank 
buy something to eat 
buy a book 
play a car game 
look at a magazine 
listen to the radio 
go to the library 
play outdoors 
watch TV 
write on the blackboard 
read a story to the 
children 
listen to records 
go to the library corner 
draw pictures 
practice writing 
sing a song 
dramatize a story 
make a movie 
go out and play 
color a picture 
look at a book 
find stories about them 
see a movie or filmstrip 
invite a fireman to visit 
watch TV 
play school 
paste in a scrap book 
a box of crayons 
a book you can read 
a Mickey mouse watch 
cowboys and Indians 
hospital 
school 
a reading workbook 
an arithmetic workbook 
a spelling workbook 
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13 . What would you do for a 
visitor to the class 
1~ . If you had a contest in 
the class with teams 
chosen , would you choose 
15. Do you like to 
sing a song 
read a story 
do a dance 
a spelling bee 
number stories 
a reading quiz 
do numbers 
read 
spell 
After several tryouts with this test, it was found that 
the format was deficient in these respects: first, there was 
too much for the child to remember and often he did not 
finish each question; second, the choices often were not 
equal to each other, as in number ten, every child chose the 
Mickey Mouse watch. This test was also used in a third 
grade class and most of the time reading was not chosen 
first . A numerical value of three, when reading was selected 
as a first choice, two when second, and one when third, was 
used . The third test was composed of all reading items with 
the choice of always, sometimes , and never. In the final 
form, the choices were: not at all, a little, and very much . 
The test follows: 
not at all a little very much 
1 . Do you like to have your 
teacher read a story to you 
2. Do you like to t ake books 
from the library 
3. Do you like to read a 
story to the class 
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not at all a little very much 
4. Do you like to have 
a child read a story 
to the class 
5. Do you like to get a 
book fo r a present 
6 . Do you like to have 
someone r ead to you 
at bedtime 
7. Do you like to read by 
yourself when you stay indoors 
8 . Do you like to read in the 
summer 
9. Do you like to read to 
someone at home 
10 . Do you like to learn 
new words each day 
11. Do you like to try to 
read the funnies by 
yourself 
12. Do you like to play 
reading games 
13. Do you like to read signs 
14. Do you like to do a 
reading paper 
15. Do you like to go to the 
library corner when your 
wor k is finished 
The final test was scored in the following manner : five 
points for a choice of very much , three points for a choice 
of a little , and one point for a choice of not at all.1 
However, for this analysis the scoring used was on the basis 
of three, two , and one . 
1 
Ibid 
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The following directions were given in administering 
this test: 
Write on the board: 
1. Do you like to go in town with mother? 
a b c 
2. Do you like to stay indoors for recess in winter? 
a b c 
"We are going to answer some questions about how 
you feel. There are no wrong answers. Let's do the 
first one on the board together . Do you like to go 
in town with MOther? a b c 
"If you do not like to go at all draw a circle 
around a, if you like to go a little, draw a circle 
about b. If you like to go very much, draw a circle 
around c . Let's do the second one. I'll read the 
questions and the answers and one of you may circle 
the answer on the board . Do you like to stay indoors 
for recess in the winter? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
"I will read each question in your book and the 
answers, listen carefully and circle the one which 
tells how you feel. You will circle just one answer 
for each question. Listen carefully, be sure to 
answer just how you feel. Open your book to page 2. 
Find question 1. Do you like to have your teacher 
read a story to you?" 
A copy of this Inventory and the directions used are 
appendixed to this study. 
The analysis consisted of two parts for each test: an 
item analysis and a split-half reliability. For the item 
analysis of the Applied Phonics test, the writer perused 
the six hundred copies of the test and selected the one 
hundred with the highest scores, and one hundred with the 
lowest scores. Each of the sixty items of the test was 
analyzed to determine the number of correct responses for 
that item in the one hundred high scores, and the number 
of correct responses for that item in the one hundred low 
scores. From these tabulations a table was made showing 
the percent of correct responses, the percent of difference, 
the standard error of difference, and the critical ratio, 
1 for each item. The Edgerton Tables were used to find the 
standard error of percent. 
To find a split half reliability coefficient for the 
Applied Phonics Test, one hundred random scores were 
selected. This was done by taking every sixth score from 
the six hundred copies of the test. Each of these one 
hundred scores was analyzed to determine the number of 
correct even items, and the number of correct odd items. 
With this data, the range of scores for the odd items was 
tabulated vertically against the range of scores for the 
even items tabulated horizontally. A frequency was 
tabulated and an assumed mean established. From this table 
the reliability coefficient was determined. 
1 Edgerton, H.A. and Patterson, D.G., "Table of 
Standard Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for 
Varying Numbers of Cases," Journal of Applied Psychology, 
10:378-391, September 1926. 
For the item analysis of the Reading Attitudes Scale 
the six hnndred copies of the instrument were checked to 
select the one hundred highest scores and the one hundred 
lowest scores . By the same method used for the analysis 
of the Applied Phonics Test, a table was made showing the 
percentage of correct responses for each item, the 
difference percent, the standard error of percent and the 
critical ratio . 
To find a split half reliability coefficient for the 
Reading Attitude Inventory the six hundred copies of the 
instrument were again checked to select every sixth score, 
thus making one ·hundred random samples. These one hundred 
scores were analyzed to determine the points earned for 
odd items and the points earned for the even items . By 
the same procedure as was used for the Applied Phonics 
Test, a reliability coefficient was determined for this 
Inventory. 
The results of the analysis are presented in the 
next chapter . 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to make an item analysis 
of the two new tests described in Chapter Two, and also to 
establish the reliability coefficient of these two tests. 
TABLE I 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE APPLIED PHONICS TEST 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
100 100 S .E. 
Item Pupils Pupils Diff . % Percent C.R. 
pad 100 79 21 .041 5.12 
mad 100 65 35 .048 7. 29 
Dad 100 61 39 .049 7. 95 
sad 100 68 32 .047 6.80 
fad 100 75 25 .044 5.68 
pump 100 49 51 .051 10.00 
clump 100 63 37 .049 7-55 
stump 100 69 31 .047 6.59 
lump 100 53 47 .050 9. 4 
dump 100 61 39 .049 7.95 
rust 100 53 47 .050 9.4 
crust 100 32 68 .047 14.46 
dust 100 54 46 .050 9. 2 
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TABLE I - Continued 
Percentage of 
Corr e ct Responses 
High Low 
100 100 S .E. 
Item Pupils Pupils Diff . % Percent C.R. 
gust 100 46 54 . 050 10 . 8 
trust 100 47 53 . 050 10 . 6 
hook 100 42 58 .050 11. 6 
nook 100 57 43 . 050 8. 6 
brook 100 66 34 . 048 7.08 
shook 100 60 4o . 049 8.16 
cook 100 54 46 .050 9. 2 
fill 100 66 34 . o48 7. 08 
kill 100 72 28 . 045 6. 2 
thrill 100 63 37 .049 7-55 
drill 100 66 34 .048 7.08 
spill 100 67 33 .047 7.02 
vest 100 61 39 .049 7. 95 
west 100 80 20 . o4o 5. 00 
zest 100 70 30 . 046 6 . 5 
test 100 73 27 .045 6 .00 
crest 100 74 26 .044 5.9 
ground 100 77 23 .042 5.47 
bound 100 67 33 . 047 7.02 
mound 100 69 31 .047 6. 59 
sound 100 81 19 .040 4.75 
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TABLE I - Continued 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
100 100 S . E . 
Item Pupils Pupils Diff . % Percent C.R. 
pound 100 61 39 . Ol;-9 7 -95 
dig 100 69 31 . Ol;-7 6 . 59 
wig 100 60 J;.o . Ol;-9 8 . 16 
jig 100 73 27 . Ol;-5 6 . 00 
rig 100 68 32 . Ol;-7 6 . 80 
fig 100 62 38 . Ol;-9 7 -75 
fame 100 l;-1 59 . Ol;-9 12. 01;. 
lame 100 73 27 . ol;-5 6 . 00 
f l ame 100 l;-6 54- .050 10 . 8 
game 100 83 17 .038 l;. . l;-7 
tame 100 73 27 . ol;-5 6 .00 
treat 100 63 37 . Ol;-9 7 . 55 
meat 100 68 32 . Ol;-7 6 . 80 
heat 100 51 l;-9 . 050 9. 8 
beat 100 73 27 . ol;-5 6 .00 
neat 100 61 39 . Ol;-9 7 -95 
husk 100 36 6);. . o4-8 13 . 3 
hunch 100 29 71 . ol;-6 15 . l;-3 
hush 100 32 68 . Ol;-7 ll;..l;-6 
hung 100 38 62 .Ol;-9 12. 65 
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TABLE I - Continued 
Percentage of 
Corr ect Responses 
High Low 
100 100 S .E . 
Item Pupils Pupils Diff . % Percent C.R. 
hunt 100 41 · 59 .049 12. 04 
lend 100 68 32 .047 6. 80 
length 100 31 69 .047 14.67 
lemon 100 36 64 .o48 13 .3 
less 100 50 50 .050 10 . 00 
level 100 41 59 .049 12.04 
cabin 100 46 54 .050 10 . 8 
canvas 100 23 77 .043 17. 9 
cast 100 48 52 . 050 10.4 
camp 100 43 57 .050 11 .4 
cash 100 32 68 .047 14.46 
bottle 100 25 75 . 044 17. 04 
bobbin 100 55 45 . 050 9. 00 
bond 100 23 77 .043 17.9 
bottom 100 44 56 .050 11 . 2 
body 100 15 85 . 036 23. 6 
wigwam 100 34 66 . o48 13 . 75 
width 100 41 59 .049 12. 04 
wicket 100 47 53 .050 10 .6 
wigwag 100 18 82 . 039 21.00 
winch 100 28 72 . 045 16 .00 
Table I shows the item analysis for the Applied Phonics 
Test, the difference in percent for the two groups, and the 
critical ratios for each item. The one hundred high scores 
were 100% cor rect and the one hundred low scores ranged from 
15% to 83%. Every item has a significant critical ratio . 
The lowest critical ratio is 4.47 on the word "game" which 
varies only 17% between the high and low scores . The highest 
critical ratio is 23 . 6 on the word 11 body", which varies 85% 
between the high and low scores . 
TABLE II 
APPLIED PHONICS TEST 
Table II showing the number of correct odd and even 
items on 100 random scores : 
Score No . Cor rect Odd Items Correct Even 
1 . 26 22 
2 . 30 30 
3 . 30 30 
4. 30 30 
5. 21 23 
6. 23 22 
7. 22 21 
8 . 19 25 
9 13 15 
10. 16 22 
Item.:? 
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TABLE II - Continued 
Score No. Correct Odd Items Co~rect Even Items 
11. 11 10 
12. 24 19 
13. 9 0 
14. 21 19 
15. 4 10 
16 . 20 16 
17. 21 24 
18 . 18 21 
19. 9 7 
20. 24 23 
21 . 23 23 
22 . 22 26 
23 . 27 22 
24 . 28 28 
25 . 29 29 
26. 30 30 
27 . 30 30 
28 . 30 30 
29 . 30 30 
30 . 30 30 
31. 30 30 
32. 30 30 
33 · 26 24 
lro 
TABLE II - Continued 
Score NQ . Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
34-. 25 27 
35. 26 24 
36 . 27 26 
37 . 28 29 
38 . 27 29 
39 . 25 26 
40 . 30 29 
41 . 29 29 
42 . 28 24 
43 . 30 29 
44. 28 28 
45. 30 29 
46 . 28 29 
47 . 29 27 
4-8 . 26 29 
49 . 22 24-
50 . 26 21 
51 . 30 27 
52. 25 26 
53· 27 25 
54-. 26 29 
55. 29 29 
56 . 28 25 
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TABLE II - Continued 
Score No . Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
57 . 28 28 
58 . 29 29 
59 . 28 30 
60 . 30 29 
61 . 24 24 
62 . 28 26 
63 . 29 29 
64. 23 27 
65. 29 29 
66 . 28 26 
67 . 29 30 
68 . 28 27 
69 . 28 27 
70 . 28 28 
71 . 20 25 
72. 28 27 
73 · 25 25 
74 . 28 25 
75· 29 29 
76 . 30 30 
77· 30 30 
78 . 30 30 
79 · 30 30 
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TABLE II - Continued 
Sco~e No . Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
80 . 30 30 
81 . 30 30 
82. 30 30 
83. 27 28 
84. 28 30 
85. 28 25 
86 . 27 24 
87. 29 29 
88 . 29 29 
89 . 27 28 
90 . 29 30 
91 . 28 26 
92 . 29 28 
93 · 27 27 
94. 28 29 
95 . 28 27 
96 . 27 23 
97 · 28 30 
98 . 29 26 
99 · 27 29 
100. 0 0 
-::--
-(11 
~ 
! g 
'0 
'0 
0 
ft-c 
0 
~ 
() 
0 
~ 
~ 
0 
() 
~ 
~ 
z 
TABLE III 
Numbe~ correct of Even Responses (x) 
Class 
Limits 
I 
0- 2 
3- 5 
6- 8 
9-ll 
12- 14 
l5-l7 
18- 20 
21- 23 
24- 26 
27- 29 
30- 32 
0- 2 3- 5 6- 8 9-ll 12-14 15-17 
l • • • • • 
• • • l • • 
• • • • • • 
l • l l • • 
• • • • • 
l 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
1 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• 
:tvloan for the even items = 25 . 81 
Mean for the odd items = 26 . 05 
II 
18- 20 21-23 24- 26 27- 29 30- 32 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• 1 • • • 
• l 2 • • 
l 4 3 1 • 
1 3 5 3 1 
• 3 11 26 5 
• • • 
5 17 
c:E' 
Table II shows the number of correct odd and even 
items on the one hundred random scores which were used to 
establish the reliability coefficient of the Applied 
Phonics Test . The correct responses on each half of the 
test range from 0 to 30. 
Table III shows the distribution and mean of correct 
odd and even items for the one hundred random scores of 
the Applied Phonics Test . The mean for the even items is 
25. 81 and the mean for the odd items is 26 .05. The 
coefficient of reliability was found to be .906. 
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TABLE IV 
INDIVIDUAL ITEM ANALYSIS 
OF THE READING ATTITUDE SCALE 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
100 100 S .E. 
Item Pupils Pupils Diff. % Percent C .R . 
1 . 99 81 18 .039 lt. 61 
2. 99 63 36 . Olt9 7 . 3lt 
3· 97 51 lt6 .050 9. 2 
lt. 100 63 37 . Olt9 7. 55 
5. 100 67 33 .Olt7 7. 02 
6. 98 63 35 .olt8 7.29 
7. 97 57 Ito .Olt9 8.16 
8. 93 lt9 44 .050 8. 8 
9· 100 62 38 .Olt9 7. 75 
10. 99 71 28 .Olt5 6 . 2 
11. 100 67 33 .Olt7 7.02 
12. 98 60 38 . Olt9 7.75 
13. 100 67 33 . Olt7 7.02 
llt. 98 59 39 .Olt9 7. 95 
15. 99 68 31 . Olt7 6. 59 
For the Item Analysis of the Reading Attitude Scale, 
Table IV was made in the manner described in Chapter Two. 
The correct responses for the one hundred high scores 
range from 93% to 100%. For the one hundred low scores 
the correct responses range from 49% to 81%. Every item 
has a significant critical ratio. The lowest critical 
ratio is 4.61, on the first item: "IX> you like to have 
your teacher to read a story to you?" The highest critical 
ratio is 9.2 on item three: "Do you like to read a story 
to the class? 11 This table presents statistical evidence 
that every item of this test is a good item. 
TABLE V 
READING ATTITUDES INVENTORY 
Table V showing the number of correct odd and even 
items on 100 random scores: 
Score No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
1. 24 21 
2. 15 12 
3. 17 18 
4. 19 18 
5. 21 21 
6. 19 17 
7. 23 16 
8. 18 17 
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TABLE V - Continued 
Score No . Corr ect Odd Items Correct Even Items 
9. 14 10 
10. 18 13 
1l. 18 13 
12. 17 18 
13 . 19 21 
14. 14 13 
15. 24 19 
16 . 23 20 
17 . 21 21 
18 . 18 15 
19. 21 16 
20. 13 17 
21 . 18 17 
22. 19 16 
23 . 21 14 
24. 24 21 
25. 24 21 
26 . 20 21 
27 . 16 19 
28 . 19 17 
29- 22 19 
30 . 24 21 
31 . 18 15 
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TABLE V - Continued 
Score No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
32. 19 15 
33 . 19 17 
34. 24 21 
35. 24 20 
36 . 22 16 
37· 19 17 
38 . 24 18 
39 . 24 21 
4o . 20 17 
41. 21 20 
42. 20 18 
43 . 19 12 
44. 21 14 
45. 18 18 
46 . 19 9 
47 . 21 18 
48 . 21 17 
49 . 24 16 
50 . 24 21 
51. 21 19 
52. 22 19 
53 · 18 19 
54. 18 18 
TABLE V - Continued 
Score No . Correct Odd Items Correct Even Item 
55. 16 14 
56 . 23 21 
57 . 21 13 
58 . 17 12 
59. 23 21 
60 . 21 19 
61 . 17 13 
62. 20 17 
63 . 24 21 
64. 2l 12 
65. 21 14 
66 . 20 18 
67 . 15 11 
68 . 17 21 
69 . 16 17 
70 . 20 21 
71 . 18 17 
72 . 23 20 
73 · 21 19 
74. 13 17 
75. 21 17 
76 . 22 15 
77 · 17 18 
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TABLE V - Continued 
Sco;re No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
78 . 22 17 
79 . 14 19 
80. 16 ~3 
81 . 24 21 
82. 20 20 
83 . 21 21 
84. 24 21 
85. 23 17 
86. 17 19 
87. 18 19 
88 . 22 17 
89 . 20 18 
90. 14 21 
91. 19 15 
92. 21 15 
93 . 20 17 
94. 18 17 
95. 24 21 
96 . 22 20 
97 · 19 16 
98. 11 15 
99. 18 13 
100. 24 21 
I 
:>. 
til 
Q) 
til 
~ 
0 
P. 
til 
~ 
"d 
"d 
0 
~ 
0 
..., 
0 
2! 
f.t 
8 
f.t 
Q) § 
z 
TABLE VI 
Number correct of Even Responses x 
---- - ~-
Scores 9 
11 • 
1 2 
• 
13 • 
14 
• 
15 • 
16 • 
17 • 
18 • 
19 1 
20 • 
21 • 
22 • 
23 • 
24 • 
f 1 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
• • • • • l • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
1 • • 1 • • • 
• 1 1 • • • • 
• • • 1 1 • • 
• • 1 1 • • • 
• ~ • 3 • 2 • 
• • 1 • • 2 2 
• 
.. • • • • • 
• • 1 1 3 1 1 
• • • • • 1 1 
• • • • • • 
1 
• • • • • • 
1 
1 1 4 7 4 7 6 
-- - ----- ~ 
Mean of the Even Responses 17. 38 
Mean of the Odd Responses 19. 81 
17 18 19 20 21 
• • • • • 1 
• • • • • 
2 • • • • 2 
• • 1 • • 4 
• • • • • 2 
• • 1 • • 3 
1 3 1 • 1 8 
4 2 2 • • 13 
4 1 • • 1 12 
3 3 • 1 2 9 
2 1 3 1 3 17 
2 • 2 1 • 7 
1 • • 2 2 6 
1 1 1 12 16 
19 11 11 6 22 
t:J 
Table VI shows the distribution and mean for the odd 
and even items on the one hundred random scores of the 
Reading Attitudes Inventory. The mean of the even 
responses is 17.38 and the mean of the odd responses is 
19.81. The coefficient of reliability was found to be .55. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to make a statistical 
analysis of two new tests: The Applied Phonics Test and 
A Reading Attitudes Inventory. The findings were as 
follows: 
(a) Every item of the Applied Phonics Test was found 
to be good. The lowest critical ratio is 4.47 
on the word "game". The highest critical ratio 
is 23.6 on the word "body". 
(b) The coefficient of reliability, established by 
the split level method, is .906. 
(c) Every item of the Reading Attitudes Inventory 
has a significant critical ratio; the lowest is 
4.61 on the item: "Do you like to have your 
teacher to read a story to the class?" The 
highest critical ratio is 9•2, on the item: "Do 
you like to read a story to the class?" 
(d) The coefficient of reliability of the Reading 
Attitudes Inventory, established by the split 
level method, is .55. 
It would appear from this study that the Applied 
Phonics Test is a very good one with every item a valuable 
53 
one. 
The Reading Attitudes Inventory appears to be a start 
in a difficult area since every item has a significant 
cr itical ratio . However, the low reliability coefficient 
of . 55 indicates that furthe r work might be done . It 
appears to need a more efficient scoring method as some 
children marked everything on the test without discrimination. 
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APPENDIX 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCORE 
1. ·---------
Name------------------------~------~------------ Boy_ Gir l __ 2. _____ _ 
Date ______________ School ____________ City ______ _ 
3. _____ _ 
TEST I. Hearing Sounds in Words 
A B 
1. p b t n a 1 garrulous pertain warrant 
2. e p c d t 2. milligram sweltering shrapnel 
3. d f g v h 3. chemist stereogram hydrocarbon 
4. g k v 1 i 4 . ponderous spectacular military 
5. k r b d s 5. finesse intended rebuff 
6. 0 s n b t 6. linoleum periwinkle c a caphony 
7 y 1 d f g 7. brethren noblemen burlesque 
8. f t j r b 8. premium gypsyism glaucoma 
9. c d k m i 9. hexameter generation hydrogen 
10. f v p h 0 10 . proficient presumptive dominant 
11. 1 v n t u 11 c avalry martinet castinet 
12. s q r z p 12 . filiform felonious deciduous 
13 . c m a b 0 13. meander monotony rancour 
14. h m s e w 14. sheathing shameful collateral 
( 15. m v e r a 15 . bronchitis platonic breechblock 
16. n e h a 0 16. theorem reckon thermion 
17 w q j n e 17 drammock druidism pyrogenic 
I 
18. j 1 s t y 18. eroded chiseled charbon 
COPYRIGH T 1957 
2. 
c 
1 ind r bl X t ing 7 tion ex pl f h an 
2. a m sp f d ng 8. ure g d sm k in 
3. ar k st w ight p 9. op r en a 1 v 
4. ous b sh th f con 10. 0 b sp el er ist 
5. n ck for cl w ate 11 ent a be c n v 
6 in ep ow tw a fl 12. d un gr b qu 1 
Score ____________ _ 
TEST II. Attitude Scale 
1 Do you like to have your teacher read a story to you? 
a b c 
2. Do you like to take books from the library? 
a b c 
3 Do you like to read a story to the class? 
a b c 
4 . Do you like to have a c hild read a story to the class? 
a b c 
5. Do you like to get a book for a pre sent? 
a b c 
. ._; 
6 Do you like to have someone read to you at bedtime? 
a b c 
3. 
7 Do you like to read by yourself when you stay indoors? 
a . b c 
/ 
\ 8. Do you like to read in the summer? 
a b c 
9. Do you like to read to someone at home? 
a b c 
10. Do you like to learn new words each day? 
a b c 
11. Do you like to try to read the funnies by yourself? 
a b c 
12. Do you like to play reading games? 
a b c 
13. Do you like to read signs? 
a b c 
14. Do you like to do a reading paper? 
a b c 
15. Do you like to go to the library corner when your work is finished? 
a b c 
Score _______ _ 
4. TEST III. Applied Phonics 
1 glad pad mad Dad sad fad 
2. jump pump clump stump lump dump 
3. must rust crust dust gust trust \ 
4. look hook nook brook shook cook 
5. hill fill kill thrill drill spill 
6. nes t vest west zest test crest 
7 found ground boun d m ound sound pound 
8. pig dig wig jig rig fig 
9. name fame lam e flame game tame 
10 . eat treat meat heat beat neat 
11. huff husk hunch hush hung hunt 
12. let lend length lemon less l evel 
13. cat cabin canvas cast camp cash 
14. box bottle bobbin bond bottom body 
15. wish wigwam width wicket wigwag. winch 
Score ______________ __ 
• t. 
1. 
Test II, Attitude Scale 
Write on the board -
1. Do you like to go in town with Mother? 
a b c 
2. Do you like to stay indoors for recess in winter? 
a b c 
1'Vle are going to answer some questions about how you feel. There 
are no \-ll'ong ansvTers. Let 1 s do the first one on the board together. Do 
you like to go in town with Mother? --a b c 
"If you do not like t o go at all draw a circle around a, if you like 
to a little, draw a circle about b. If you like to very much, draw a 
circle around c. Let's do the second one. I'll r ead the questions and 
the ansvTers and one of you may circle the ansHer on the board. Do you like 
to stay indoors for recess in winter? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
I will read each question in your book and the answers, listen care-
fully and circle the one which tells how you feel. You . will circle just 
one answer for each question. Listen careful ly, be sure to answer just , 
how you feel. Open your book to page 2. Find question 1. Do you like to 
have your teacher read a story to you? 11 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
2. Do you like to take books f rom the library? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
3. Do you like to read a story to the class?'. 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
4. Do you like to have a child read a story to the class? 
a - not at all b - a little c -very much 
5. Do you l i ke to get a book for a present? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
6. Do you like to hav~.. some!!Cf of· r-.Jad to you at bedtime? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
7. Do you like to read by yourself when you stay indoors? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
2. 
8. Do you like to read in summer? 
• 
a - not at all b - a littl e c - ver y much 
9. Do you like t o r ead to someone at home? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
10. Do you like to l earn new words each day? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
11. Do you like to r ead the funnies by yourself? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
12. Do you like to play r eading games? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
13. Do you like to read signs? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
14. Do you like to do a reading paper ? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
1.5. Do you like to go t o the library corner when your t·TOrk is finished? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
Test III, Applied Phonics 
Write these words on the board in a horizontal row: 
all ball tall fall wall call 
Say,~e are going to play a game using our eyes and ears. Look at these 
words on the board. The first word is all. r•m going to write 1 under all. 
Listen and see i f you can find the next word I say, call." 
Have a child find the word call and write 2 under it. 
-
"Now listen for Number 3 ~· Who can find tall and write 3 under 
i t?" Have one child respond. 
"Listen f or Number 4 fall." Have a child find fal l and write 4 under it. 
"Listen for Number .5 ball.tt Have a child write .5 under ball. 
'~le are going to do some more on our papers. We'll listen, look, and 
find the wor d, and wri te t he number under it. Probably you cannot find all 
of them. Do the best you can. Fi.eady :" 
Row 1. 1. gl ad 2 . pad 3. sad 4. mad .5. fad 
Row 2. 1. j ump 2. lump 3. clump 4. stump .5. pump 
.. 
. . • 
3. 
Row 3. 1. must 2. trust 3. gust 4. rust 5. dust 
Row 4. 1. look 2. brook 3. hook 4. cook 5. shook 
Row 5. 1. hill 2. spill 3. ld..ll 4. thrill 5. drill 
Row 6. 1. nest 2. test 3· west 4. zest 5. vest 
Row 7o 1·. found 2. bound 3. pound 4. sound 5. mound 
Row 8. 1. pig 2. fig 3. rig 4. j ig 5. wig 
Row 9. 1. name 2. flame 3. fame 4. tame 5. game 
Row 10. lo eat 2. beat 3. heat 4 .. meat 5. neat 
Row 11. 1. huff 2. hunt 3o hung 4. husk 5. hunch 
Row 12. 1. l et 2. l end 3. less 4. length 5. level 
Row 13. 1 .. cat 2. camp 3. cabin 4. cash 5. east 
Row 14. 1. box 2. bobbin 3. body 4. bottom 5. bottle 
Row 15. 1. wish 2. winch 3. width 4. wicket 5. wigwam 
